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The foHowing is an expanded version of the notes for a survey lecture
on the theta eorrespondenee given at Triehy in January, 1996. The
aim of this leeture was to give an idea of this theory and SOlne of thc
direetions in which the theory has been developing. Perhaps some of
the material contained in seetions 2,3 and 9 is new.

The theory of theta eorrespondenee gives one of the few general
methods of eonstructing automorphie fonns of groups over numbcr
fields, 01' admissible representations of groups over loeal fields. The
method has its origin in the classieal eonstruetion of theta functions
which are modular forms-perhaps of half integral weight on the upper
half plane. Here is a special case of this:

Let q be a positive definite quadratie form on a lattiee L ~ Rn, q :
L --+ ?l. Let p be a homogcneous polynomial Oll Rn whieh is harmonie
with respeet to q, Le. fJ.qp = 0 where fJ. q denotes the Laplacian with
respect to q (fJ. q is the unique hOlnogeneous differential operator of
order 2 invariant under thc orthogonal group of Iq). Then,

8(z) = LP(v)e1riq(v)z

vEL

is a modular fonn on the upper half plane of weight ~ + deg p. It is a
cusp form whenever the polynomial p is of positive degree.

We refer the reader to the original papers of Howe [HoIL [H02L
[Ho3L of Weil [WeIL [We2]' the book of Gelbart [Gel] for the one
dimensional case, the book of Moeglin-Vigneras-\Valdspurger [I\1V\,y]
for a eornprehensive aeeount of the loeal theory, and the exposition of
Gelbart [Ge2] as weH as an earlier exposition of the author [PI] for
more details on theta eorrespondence.
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The plan ef this paper is as fellows :

(i) Censtruetien ef the Weil Representatien.
(ii) ](-type ef the Weil representatien.
(iii) Charaeter ef the Weil representation.
(iv) Dual reduetive pairs anel the loeal theta eorrespondencc.
(v) Global theta correspondence.
(vi) Towers of theta lifts.
(vii) An example of global theta lift: A theoreln of Vvalelspurger.
(viii) Funetoriality of theta eorrespondence.
(ix) Theta eorresponclence for unitary groups.
(x) The Siegel-Weil fonnula.
(xi) Applieation to eohomology of ShiInura Variety.
(xii) Recent generalisations of theta correspondence.

Acknowledgement : The work on this paper was begun during a
trip of thc author to MSRI, Berkeley in 1995, anel was eompleteel elur
ing a stay at Max-Planck-Institute, Bonn in 1996. Tbe author would
like to tbank these Institutions for the support, and cxcellent working
conditions which Inade this work possible.

1 Construction of the Weil Representa
tion

Let k bc a field which is not of eharaeteristie 2, anel is either a IDeal
field 01' a finite field, anel let W be a finite dinlensional veetor space
over k together with a non-degenerate sympleetie form:

vV x vV --+ k

Wt,WZ --+< Wl,WZ > .

Define the Heisenberg group H(W) = {(w, t)lw E W, t E k} with the
law of multiplieation :

Tbe Heisenberg group is a central extension cf W by k :

o-t k -t H(W) -t W -t O.
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The most important property about the representation theory of the
Heisenberg group is the following uniqueness theorem duc to Stone and
von Neumann.

Theorem 1 FOT any non-trivial character 'Ij; : k --+ C, there exists a
unique irreducible representation P1/J 0/ H(W) on which k ~ H(W) acts
by'lj;.

Now we observe that the symplectic group Sp(W) operates on
H(W) by g(w, t) = (gw, t). By the uniqueness of P1/J' Sp(W) acts
by intertwining operators on P1/J. Nalnely, there exists W1/J(g) , unique
up to scalars, such that

The Inap 9 --+ wt/J(g) is a projective representation of the symplectic
group Sp(W), and gives rise to an ordinary rcpresentation of a two
fold covering of Sp(W). We will denote this two fold cover by Sp(W),
and the representation of it so obtained again by w1/J(g). The group
Sj)(VV) is called the metaplectic group, anel thc representation wt/J(g)
the Weil 01' metaplectic representation. In this paper we will often
abuse terminology to call the Weil representation of the rnetaplectic
group Sp(W) as simply the Weil representation of the sympleetie group
Sp(W).

Remark 1: If W is a sYlupleetic veetor space over a separable field
extension K of a loeal fielel k, then tr <, > gives a sYlnplectie strueture
on W with its k veetor space structure, to be denoted by RK Ik vV. If 'Ij; is
a character on k, then 'l/JK(X) = 'l/J(trx) gives a charaeter on 1<. We have
the inclusion of Sp(lV) in Sp(RKjk W), anel it is easy to see that the
restrietion of the Weil representation of Sp(RKjk l'V) for thc character 'Ij;
of k to Sp(vV) gives the Weil representation of Sp(W) for the character
'l/JK of 1<. Morcover, if W1 anel W2 are sympleetie veetor spaees, thCIl
Sp(W1) X Sp (1112 ) is eontaineel in Sp(W1 EB W2 ), anel the restriction of thc
\iVeil representation of Sp(lt\ ffi 1V2) to Sp(llVd x Sp(M/2) is the tensor
product of the \iVeii representations of Sp(Wd allel Sp(Wz). Obvious as
these properties are, the reader will of course notice how special these
are to the Weil representation: that their restriction to such small
subgroups remains of finite length.
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1.1 Explicit realisation of the Weil representation

Let W = X EB Y where X and }' are subspaces of VV on which thc
symplectic form is identically zero. Thc \,yeil representation of Sp(lV)
can be realised on the Schwarz space S(X) which is the space of locally
constant , compactly supported functions Oll X if k is non-Archimedean,
and has the usual definition if k is ArchiInedean; thc action of Sp(W)
on S(X) is as follows:

(~ t;-1 )j(X) -

(~ ~) j(X)

( 0 /)f(X)
-/ 0

,j(X)

where / is an 8-th root of unity, and j denotes the Fourier transfornl
of f, and 'ljJ is a non-trivial additive character of k.

Remark 2: It will be interesting to construct a model of the Weil
representation which is dcfined over a nUlnber field. Since all the known
models require the additive character 7j; in an essential way, it does
not seem obvious if it can be done at all. vVe note that the vVeil
representation of SL(2) can be defined over a numbcr field hecausc it is
sum of its even and odd pieces, both of whicb are defincd over numher
fields: tbe even piece because it occurs in an explicit principal series,
and the ocld piece hecause it is induced frOlli compact open subgroup.

2 K-type of the Weil representation

The decomposition of a representation of a p-adic group when restricted
to a maximal compact suhgroup is an itnportant infonnation used in
the representation theory of p-adic groups. In this seetion we carry
out this decollIposition for thc Weil reprcsentation of Sp(W) where W
is a symplectic vector space of dimension 2n over a non-Archimedean
local field k. We let < .,. > denote the sYlnplectic fonn on VV, and
let 'lj; be the character of k of conductor 0 used in tbe definition of the
Weil representation. Thc investigation in this section is in response to
a question of B.R.Gross.
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We will assume that the carelinality of the residue fielel of k is q
which is oeld so that the metaplectic covering splits over the maximal
compact subgroup Sp(L:) of Sp(vV) stabilising a lattice L: on which thc
symplectic form< .,. > is non-degenerate. The Weil representation of
Sp(W) becomes a representation of Sp(L:). Let f(i) be the standard
filtration on r = Sp(L:), so that f(O) = Sp(L:), and f(i) = ker[Sp(L:) -7

Sp(L:/1f i L:)].
We will prove the following theorem in this scction.

Theorem 2 The Weil representation W of Sp(l'V) when restricted to
the compact open subgroup Sp(L:) decomposes as the sum of irreducible
representations as folIows:

W = Wo EB L (wtm ED w2m)
m::::l

where Wo is the trivial representation of Sp(L:), and wtml w2m are irre
ducible representations of Sp(L:/1f2mL:) of di71~ension ~ [q2rrm - q2(m-l)n]

for m ~ 1.

Praaf : The proof of this theorem will be carried out in the lattice
model of the Weil representation, cf. [MVW], which is 1110St suitable
for the study of !(-types. We recall that the vVeil representation of
Sp(W) in this model is realised on the space Sc,..p (W) of locally constant
compactly supported functions on W such that

f(x + a) = 1/;« xja »f(x)

for all x E vV, and CL E L:. Thc action of an elelnent 9 of Sp(L:) on a
function f in Sc,..p(W) is givcn by

(g . f)(x) = f(gx).

Let Sm C S.c,..p(W) be the subspace of functions on W which are
supported on 1f-mL:. From thc functional equation j(x + a) = 1/;(<
x, a >)f(x), we find that thc functions in Sm are invariant under
translation by 1fmC, and therefore Sm can be thought of as aspace
of functions on 1f-mL:/1fmL: with a specified property under translation
by L:/1fmC. It follows that

dimSm = U(-rr-m..c/.c) = q2mn.
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Define S;:; (resp. S;) to bc thc subspace of Sm consisting of even
(resp. odd) functions. Define wtm (resp. W2m) to be S~jS,t-l (resp.
S;;jS~_d. We find that

1diInw+ = dimw- = _[q2mn _ q2(m-l)n]
2m 2m 2 .

Clearly, r leaves Sm, S~, S; invariant, and it is easy to see that
r(2m) acts triviallyon Sm' Since r(m)jf(2m) is an abelian grouP, it
acts by characters which we IlOW find. Let 9 = l+7Tm

, E r(rn), f E Sml
and x E 7T-m .c, then

(g . f)(x) f(gx)
f(x + ')'1f

m x)
'IjJ( < X, ,7Tm

X > )f(x)
= 'l/J(< x, gx > )f(x).

It follows that thc action of r(m)jr(2m) on Sm is via the characters
9 -+ 'l/J(< x, gx > )f(x) where x E 1f-m .c. We denote this character
of r(m)jr(2m) by 'ljJx, so 'l/Jx(g) = 'l/J(< X, g.L ». It is easy to see
that 'l/Jx = 'l/Jy if x == y mod L, 01' if x - -y mod C. Conversely, if
'l/Jx = 7/Jy then either x y Inod L, 01' X - -y Iuod.c. Moreover,
'l/JAx(g) = 'l/Jx(A-1gA), for A E Sp(.c). It is a well-known fact that
Sp(L) acts transitivelyon vectors in 7T-m .c which da not belang to
7T-m +1L. Therefore, if 'l/Jx appears in an irrecluciblc representation of
Sp(L:) for one value of x in 7T-m .c not belanging to 1f-

m+1C, 'l/Jy for all
values af y in 1f-mL: not in 7T-m +1L: appears. Since 'l/Jx = 'ljJy if anel
only if x =y mad.c , 01' x =-y mad .c, we find that the dimension
of an irreduciblc representation of Sp(L) containing 'l/Jx is divisible by
~[q2mn - q2(m-l)n]. Since wtm, w2m are representations of Sp(L:) of di
mension ~ [q2mn - q2(m-l)n], these must therefore be irredudble, praving
the decompositioll

w = Wo EB L (wtm EB w2m )·
7I1~1

3 Character of the Weil representatiün für
SL(2)

In this section we calcltlate the character of the Weil representation of
SL(2, F) for a non-ArchiInedean loeal field F. Beeause ofthe relation of
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the character formula obtained in this case to transfer factors, it would
be very interesting to calculate the character of the vVeii representation
of the general symplectic group. For same work along this dircction in
the ArchiInedean case, sec [Ad2].

The calculation of the character will be done in 2 steps. The first
step consists in identifying those characters of EI (thc subgroup of
norm 1 elelnents of a quadratic extension E of F) which appeal' in
the Weil representation. The answer is in tenns of an epsilon factor.
This is a result due to Rogawski [Ro], based on an earlier work of
Moen. Ncxt we need to add all thc characters of EI which appeal' in
the Weil representation to find the character of the Weil representation
restricted to EI. This kind of summation of characters was done by
the author (for a different purpose!) in [P2]. We set up some notation
BOW.

Let E be a quadratic field extension of the loeal field F with wElF,
the quadratic eharacter of F* associatecI to E by local class field theory.
The group EI of norm 1 elelnents of Eis contained in 8L(2, F), and the
Inetaplectic cover of 8L(2, F) splits over EI. However, there is no natu
ral choice for this splitting. For each character 1 of E* whose restrietion
to F* is wElF, one can construct such a splitting. Let'IjJ be an additive
character of Fand 0 be an element of E* with tr(o) = O. This choice
of tS gives rise to a symplectic structure on the 2-dimensional F vector
space E : x, y ---+ tr(tSxy). Let w( 'lfJ, 5) dcnote the Weil representation
of 8L(2, F) associatcd to the additive character wand this sYlnplectic
structure on E. Let w(I, W, tS) denote the restriction of w(W, tS) to EI
via the splitting given by I' The following theorem is duc to Rogawski
[Ro, Prop. 3.4].

Theorem 3 Let X be a character 0/ EI. Then X appears in w (I' W, 6")
i/ and only i/

€(,XE1, 'lfJE) = X( -1 )1'(25)

where XE(X) = X(x/x), 'l/JE(X) = 'l/J(tr x).

The following theorem is Lemma 3.1 of [P2) proved there only for
ocId residue characteristic.

Theorem 4 For the character Wo 0f E defined by 'l/Jo (x) = W(tr [- 8;]) J
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(X-x)wElF ~
X(x) = E(WEIF' 'ljJ) 1

1 ~12xx F

we have

L
E(X, 'l/Jo) = 1
XIF· = wElF

whereJ as is usualJ the s71rnrnation on the left is by partial sums ove1'
all characters of E* 01 conductor :::; n.

Since E('X"i./,'l/JE) = X(-1),(20)E(,XE1,'l/JO), it is easy to see that
the above two theorems iInply the following.

Theorem 5 The character 0/ the Weilrepresentation w(" 'l/J, 0) at an
element y = x/x E EI is equal to

(X-x)wElF Q_Q
E(WEIF, 'l/J),( -x) 1 •

1 ~12x.f F

Remark 1: Wc note that any 2 of thc theOrC111S of this scction iIn
plies the third. Theorem 3 is valid for any residuc characteristic, but
Theorem 4 is known only for odd residue characteristic, and therefore
Theorem 5 is available only in odd rcsidue charactcristic.

Remark 2 : One can use Remark 2 of section 1 togethcr with thc
character formula for the \iVeil representation of 8L(2) to calculate
the character of the \iVeil representation at lnany elements of Sp(n)
for general n. This preSlunes of course that, in tbe notation of that
remark, the restriction of the charactcr of Sp(RKlk vV) to Sp(IV) is the
character of the v\Teil representation of Sp(W), which can bc justified.

4 Dual reductive pairs and the loeal theta
correspondence

Definition: A pair of subgroups (GI, G2 ) in Sp(vV) is called a dual
reductive pair if

1. Z(G I ) = G21 and Z(G2 ) = Cl where Z(Gd (resp. Z(G2 )) de
notes the centraliser of GI (resp. G2 ) in Sp(W).

2. GI and G2 are reductive groups, i.c., any GI invariant subspace
of W has a GI-invariant compleinent; siInilarly for G2 .
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We refer to [MVW] and [PI] for a detailed discussion on dual rc
ductive pairs. Here we only note the following eXaInples.

(i) Let V be an orthogonal space (i.e. a finite dimensional vector
space over k with a non-degenerate quadratic fOrIn), and let W bc a
sYlnplectic space. Then V 0 lV is a sYlnplectic space in natural way,
and we have a map

O(V) x Sp(W) ---+ Sp(V 0 W).

The pair (O(V), Sp(W)) is a dual reductive pair.
(ii) Let !( be a quadratic extension of k, V a Hermitian and Hl

a skew-Hermitian space over IC Then the k-vcctor space V0 g W is
naturally a symplectic space under the pairing

and gives rise to a dual reductive pair (U(\I), U(l'V)) in Sp(\l0g Hl).

For a dual reductive pair (GI, G2 ) in Sp(W), let GI be thc inverse
iInage of GI in Sp(W), anel G2 the inverse image of G2 • The groups
GI and G2 are known to COffilnute. The Weil representation wl/J of
Sp(vV) can therefore be restricted to GI X 6 2. Let 7r be an irreducible
representation of GI. Define

A(7r) is a SD100th representation of GI x 6 2 ; and can bc written as
A(7r) = 7r 0 BO(7r) for a smooth representation Bo(7r) of (;2.

The following theorem is due to Waldspurger [Wa2] building on the
earlier work of Howc.

Theorem 6 The representation Bo(7r) is 0/ finite length, andJ i/ the
residue characteristic 0/ k is not 2, it has a unique irreducible quotient.

Notation: The unique irreducible quotient of Bo(7r) is callecl the local
theta lift of 7r, and is denoted by B(7r). We warn the reader that the
representation w1/J anel hence B(7r) depencls on the choice of thc additive
character 'ljJ : k --+ C.

Examples:
(i) For V = ](, a quadratic extension of k thought of as a 2

dimensional vector space over k with the norm fOrIn as the quadratic
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B(z) = L e1rin2z.

nEZ

form, SO(V) = K l
, and the theta lift froln O(V) to SL(2) ean be used

to eonstruct representations of GL(2) froln eharaeters of K*. This
eonstruetion is due to Shalika and Tannaka.

(ii) For V = D, the quaternion division algebra ovcr k, together
with the redueed nonn as the quadratie fonn, SO(V) is esscntially D 1 x
D1 , and the theta lift from SL(2) to D l x D1 is related to the Jacquet
Langlands correspondenec between diserete series representations of
GL(2) and representations of D*.

Remark : The question about the field of definition of the Wcil rep
resentation (cf. RCInark 2 at the end of seetion 1) is interesting also
beeause one eould use it to gjve a field of definition to B(7f) in tcnns of
a field of definition for 7f.

5 Global Theta Correspondence

Let A be the adele ring of a nunlbcr field F. Let 7./J: AIF -t C be a
non-trivial eharaeter. Let lV = XEBY be a symplectic vector spaee over
F with X and Y Inaximal isotropie subspaees. Vve have S(X(A)) =
®vS(X(Fv)), and there is a pojeetive representation ofSp(W)(A) on it
by taking the tensor produet of loeal representations. This projeetive
representation of Sp(W)(A) beeOInes an ordinary representation of a
2-fold cover Sp(W)(A) of Sp(W)(A).

The following theorem is duc to vVeil [V\Te1].

Theorem 7 The covering Sp(vV) (A) -+ Sp (Hf) (A) splits ouer Sp(vV) (F) .

Because ofthis theorem, Sp(W)(F) operates on S(X(A)). Define a
distribution B on S(X(A)) by B(cj» = LXEX(F) cj>(x). This distribution
is Sp(W)(F)-invariant. Therefore, the fllnction 9 -t B(g . cjJ) = BiJ(g)
defines a function Bq, : Sp(vV)(F)\Sp(W)(A) -t I[ These are called
theta funetions. They are slowly increasing and thereforc autOIllorphie.
For an appropriate choice of 1> on A, this gives the adelic analogue of
the classical theta function of weight = ~ on the upper half plane given
by

Now let (G l, G2 ) be a dual reductive pair in Sp(W) which is defined
over F. Let 7fl be a euspiclal representation of GI, realised on aspace of
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cusp forms on G t (F)\G t (A). For a function <f; E S(X(A)) anel f E 7f} 1

define -

Brp(!)(g2) = r Orp(91l92)f(gl)dg}.
JGI(F)\Gt(A)

Brp(f) is an automorphic form on G21 anel is called the theta lift of !.
Example: The theta function B(z) = LVELP(v)e1riq(v) defined in the
introduction is such a lift from O(V) to SL(2) where V is the qlladratic
space Rn with q as the qudratic form.

Basic quest ions for the global theta lift are
(i) When is the space generated by Brp(f) for <f; E S(X(A)) anel f

in the representation space 7ft not identically zero?
(ii) What is the relation of the space spanneel by Brp(f) to loeal theta

correspondence?
As regards (ii) we have the following due to Rallis [Ra1].

Theorem 8 11 Br/J(/) consists 01 cusp lorms, then the space generated
by thern is irreducible and is ®Bv(7f~) where 7f~ denotes the contragre
dient 0/ 7fv.

Rallis has a theory about when (Jr/J(f) is cuspidal in terms of "towers
of theta lifts" 1 which we review next; this theory also partially answers
part (i) of the above question (see Theorem 5(ii) below).

6 Towers of theta lifts

Let V be an evcn dimensional quadratic space over a nUlnber fic1el which
does not represent any zero. Let H be the two diInensional hyperbolic
quaclratic space (with quadratic form XY). The "towers of theta lifts"
consists in looking at theta lifts from Sp(lV) to various O(V + nH).
The following theorem is due to S. Rallis [Ra1].

Theorem 9 (i) Let 7f be a cuspidal automorphic representation 0/
Sp(vV), and Bn (7f) its theta lift to O(V + nH). Let no be the small
est integer 2:: 0 such that Ono (7f) i= O. Then Ono (7f) is cuspidal, and
Bn (7f), n 2:: no, are non-zero, and never cuspidal for n > nQ.

(ii) Bn(-n-) =I 0 for n ~ dimW.
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There is an analogous statement in which \V is varying in the tower
H, 2H, ... (H now hyperbolie sYlnpleetie), 01' for elual reeluetive pairs
eonsisting of unitary groups.

Remark: Let I j be the space of cusp forms on Sp(W) whose theta
lifts to O(V + jH) is non-zero but is zero to O(V + iH), i < j. Thcn
the theorem above gives an interesting deeomposition of the spaee S
of eusp forms on Sp(W) as

S = 10 EB I I ffi ... 12n

where dimW = 2n. The cusp forms in different l/s behave quite
differently.

The theory of towers of theta lifts works in the local case also when
one replaces the word cuspidal by supercuspidal, cf. the work of Kuclla
in [Ku]. This work of Kuclla in [Ku] clctcnnines the principal series
in which On (1f) lies as a subquotient in tenns of Bno (1f), and is baseel
on the calculation of the J acquet fnnctor of the Weil representation of
Sp(V (9 W) with respect to the unipotent radical af maxiInal parabolies
of O(V) anel Sp(vV).

Recently Harris, Kudla anel Sweet have used these towers of theta
lifts to construct a very interesting infinite falnily of supercuspielals on
Unitary groups of diInension tencling ta infinity from one supercuspiclal.
vVe review this work briefty.

Let V anel W be two Hennitian spaces aver a quaclratic extension
K of a local field k. Let 8 be a non-zero elCInent of I( whose trace
to k is O. Multiplication by J turns a Henllitian space into a skew
Hermitian space, and therefore (U(V), U(HI)) form a clual reeluctive
pair in Sp(V 0K W). By [HKS] the mctaplectic cover of Sp(V0K HI)
splits over U(V) x U(W), thc splitting clepencling on choice of charactcrs

f f.(* I tl t I - dirn W . cl I - dim V HXl, X2 0.[' SUC 1 la Xl k- - W K / k ,an X2 k- - W K / k · ere WK/k

is the quadratic character of k* associatecl to the quaclratic extension
K of k by local cIass field theory.

Note that there are two isolllorphism classes of Hermitian 01' skew
Hermitian spaces of a given dimension depending on their discriminant
over a non-archimeclean Iocal field.

The following theorem is duc to Rarris, Kudla anel Sweet [RKS].
Here we fix the splitting of the Inetaplectic cover of Sp(V 0K vV) over
(U(V), U(W)) for thc choice of the characters Xl, X2 of 1(* with Xl =

X2 = X·
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Theorem 10 (i) Suppose that 'Tr is a supercuspidal repr'esentation of
U(V). Then tILe theta lift of 'Tr to U(Hl) is non-zero for exactly one
Hermitian space W with dirn(W) = dim(V).

(ii) Given a Hermitian space VV with dirn(vV) = diIn(V), the theta
lift of 7r to U(W) is non-zero if and only if

where E(BC(7r)0xl1/JK) is defined and studied via the "doubling-method"
in [HKS).

This theorenl implies that starting with a supercuspidal reprcsen
tation 7r on U(1I) l one can construct a supercuspidal representation on
U(W EBnH) for n > 0, dirn W = dirn Vl and the space \f\T has thc prop-
erty that the theta lift of 7r to U(W) is zero. Repeating the process
one gets an infinite family of supercuspidal representations on unitary
groups of increasing diInensions. This theorem of Harris, Kudla and
Sweet also generalises Theorem 3 due to Rogawski.

7 An example of global theta lift: A the
orem of Waldspurger

The theorem of Waldspurger (Wal] cOlnpletely elescribes the global
theta correspondence between PGL(2) anel SL(2), and is proto-type
of theorems expected in general.

Theorem 11 (i) For a cuspidal automorphic representation 7r of PGL(2),
(}n #- 0 on SL(2) if and only if

(ii) For an automorphic rep1'esentation 7r of S L(2) J (}1f i- 0 if and
only ij 7r has a 'ljJ- Whittaker model.

(iii) For an autornorphic r'epresentation 7r on PGL(2), 0 v BlI {-rrv ) is
automorphic if and only ij tILe sign in the functional equation for the
L-function of 7r, c:(7r, ~) = 1.

Remark : For generalisations of Vvaldspurgerls theoreIn above l see
the book of Rallis [Ra3], and also arecent paper of Furusawa [Fu].
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8 Functoriality of theta correspondence

The basic question about local theta corresponclence is to c1assify those
representations 7f1 of GI for which e(7f1) =j:. 0, anel then to understanel
B(1f1) which is a representation of G2 in terms of the representation 1f1

of GI' Here, for simplicity, we assume that the metaplectic cover of the
symplectic group splits over GI X G2J anel that we have fixeel such a
splitting to regard the Weil representation of the metapleetic group as
a representation of GI x G2 , to elefine the theta corresponclence between
representations of GI aud G2 .

vVe recall that according to coujectures of Langlands l reprcsenta
tions of a reeluctive group G ovcr a loeal field kare parametrisecl by
ceftain homomorphisms of the Weil-Deligne group W~ of k into a com
plex group associated to G, called the L-group of G anel denotcd by
LG:

4J : Hl~ --+ LG.

This conjecture is known in the Arehimeelean case anel in SOine other
cases. The conjeeture implies in particular that if thcre is a Inap be
tween L-groups LGI --+ LG21 thCIl there is a way of assoeiating fer
resentations of O2 to representations of GI. Correspondence between
representations of two groups arising in this way is said to be "functo
rial'l.

We refer to the work of Rallis [Ra2] in this regarcl which proves the
functoriality of the theta eorrespondence for spherical representations.
When tbe groups GI and G2 are of "similar" size then again thc theta
lifting seems functorial. There are some conjectures and evidences on
this by Adams in the Archimedean case [Adl ], whieh are refined and
extended by this author [P3]. However theta eorrespondence in general
does not respect functoriality; sec [Ad1], and [HKS].

VVe also refer to the recent work of Gelbart, Rogawski and Soudry
[GRS] for rather eOlnplete infonnation about theta lifting fronl U(2)
to U(3) both locally and globally and its relation to functoriality.

9 Theta correspondence for unitary groups

In this section we propose two conjectures, one loeal and thc other
global, about theta correspondence between two unitary groups U(V)
anel U (W) where V anel vV are Hcnnitian spaces of eliInension n over a
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quadratie extension ]( of a loeal or aglobai field k. The loeal conjecture
is motivated by thc work [HKS] reealled in seetion 6 whieh we refine
using the Vogan parametrisation.

If the loeal field is non-Arehimedean, then there are precisely two
isomorphism classes of Hermitian spaces, and if k = R, then there are
n+l isomorphisIll classes represented by U(n, 0), U(n-l, 1),' . " U(I, n
I), U(O, n). We will denote thc L-group of U(V) by DU(n) which is a
semi-direct product of CL(n, C) by the Weil group of k which aets via
its quotient Gal(](/ k) by 9 -7 <I>n t g- 1<I>;;-1 where <I>n is the n x n matrix
whose only non-zero entries are at tbe places (i, n + 1 - i), 1 ::; i ::; n
where it takes the value (_I)i+l.

Let V and W be Hermitian spaces of the same dimension over a
quadratie extension ]( of a loeal field k. V\'e fix 'l/J to be a non-trivial
additive eharacter of k, anel 'l/JK the additive eharaeter of K obtained
by composing 'l/J with the trace map from K to k. In this seetion
we fix X to be a character of ](* whosc restrietion to k* is W K / k, the
quadratie eharacter of k* associated to ]( if n is ocld, and we let X to
be the trivial charaeter of 1<* if n is even. Let 0" E ](* be fixed with
tr(O") = O. Multiplieation by 0" turns the Hermitian spaee W into a
skew-Hennitian space, and therefore we get a sylnplectic strueture on
V (9K H/. The eharaeter X is used to define a splitting of the Inetaplectie
covering of Sp(V 0K W) over U(V) x U(H1), cf. [HKS]. The \;Veil
representation of Sp(V 0 K W) associatecl to tbe character 'l/J thus gives
rise to a representation of U(V) x U(vV). When working globally, we
take global analogues of 'l/J and x.

'vVe will assume the conjeeture of Langlands and its refinement due
to Vogan [Vo] about parametrization of representations of redllctive
groups over loeal fields. Very briefly put, let C be a quasi-split rec!tle
tive group over a loeal field k with LG its L-group whieh is a senü-direet
produet of C V with the 'vVeii group of k. Fix a non-degenerate eharae
ter of thc unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup of G. Thel1 aecording
to Vogal1, the iSOlllorphism c1asses of pairs (4), J-L) where 4> is a param
eter for C, and J-L is an irredueible representation of Stj>, the group of
conneetecl components of the centraliser of 4> in GV

1 is in one-to-one
eorrespondenee with the set of irreclucible aclmissiblc representations
of pure inner fOrIns of G. For C, the quasi-split unitary group U(Vo),

the pure inner fOrIns of U(Vo) are in one-to-one eorrespondence with
the isoIllorphism classes of Heflnitiau spaees of diIneusion n = diIn(Vo).

The additive eharaeter 'l/Jt5 of the traee zero elements of 1< defined by
Wo(x) = W(O"x) eau be used to fix a non-degenerate charaeter Oll the
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unipotent radieal of a Borel subgroup of U(Vo). In the ease of a 1l01l

Arehimedean loeal field, the discriminant of V, denotecl discV 1 whieh
is an element of k* /Nm1(* determines the isomorphisIll dass of V" A
Vogan parameter (4), /L) corresponds to a representation of U(V) such
that

/"( -1) = WK/k (~~~Scc;J 9.0.1.

where -1 is the element of 54' represented by the negative of the iden
tity matrix in GL(n l C).

9.1 Component group for parameters of unitary
group

Let <P be a paraIneter for unitary group U(V) over a Ioeal field k defined
in terms of a Hermitian form on an n-dimensional vector space V over
the quadratic extension I< of k. The restriction of 4> to thc Weil group
vVK of K is a group hOInoInorphisln <PK : H'K --+ GL(n, C). Asslune
that 1JK deeomposes as a direct sum of irredueible representations 1JK =
L 'T1i4>i where ni is the Inultiplicity of the irreelucibIc representation
<Pi" The representation <PK has the property that 1JJ( I"V 1Jj( where cjJi(
denotes the dual of <PK' anel ~K is the representation of VVK obtained
froIn 1JK by conjugation by an element of vVk whieh does not belong
to WK . It follows that the set of irredllcible representations 1Ji which
appeal' in thc deeomposition of <PK is stable under <Pi --+ ~:. The
group of connected eomponents of the ccntraliser of cf> in GL(n, C) is
a product of Z/2'S, the produet being indexed by those irreelucible
representations 4>i which have the property that 4>i ~ ~: and either ni

is odd, 01' if 11i is even, then the diInension of <Pi is even. Vve do not give
detailed proof of this here, except to point out that these conneeteel
eomponents arise beeause of the maps,

LU(n) x O(2m + 1, C) --+ !"U(2mn + n),

LU(2n + 1) x Sp(2m l C) --+ LU(4mn + 2m),

LU(2n) x O(2m, C) --+ LU(4mn).

These maps arise essentially beeause <Pn is symmetrie if n is odd l anel is
skew symmetrie if n is even l and the faet that under a suitable ordering
of basis, <Pn® <Pm = <Pnm if either n 01' nt is odd, and <P2n ® W2m = <I>4mn
where W2m is the 2m x 2m matrix whosc only non-zero entries are at
the plaees (i l 2rn + 1 - i), 1 :::; i :::; 2m whcre it takes thc value 1.
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9.2 The character Xq, and the local conjecture

For representations cPi of WK with the property ~i = eP:, det ePi which
is a character of K* is trivial on those elements of k* which are norms
from 1<*. Recall that we have fixed 8 E ](* with tr(8) = O. Since
82 = -Nm(J), clet ePi(82) = <let ePi(-1). We will now be using cp
silon factors associated to reprcsentations of the vVeil-Deligne group for
which we refer to the paper of Tate [Ta]. Since E(ePi, WK) = E(~i, WK),
and €(ePi,WK)' €(ePi,WK) = detcPi(-l), we find that

E(ePi' WK)2 = clct ePi(-1) = det cPi(J2),

and therefore
E(cPi' 'l/JK) . det ePi(J-l) = ±1.

To a paraIneter cP of the unitary group U(V), we will now clefine
a character Xep on the group of connected components S,p of the cen
traliser of eP in GL(n, C). For the decomposition of<p restricted to K,
ePK = E niePi, as we have seen, the group of connccted cOlnponents is
parametrised by those ePi for which either ni is odd, 01' if ni is even,
dirn ePi is even. Define X,p on thc Z/2 associated to ePi to be the character
of Z/2 taking thc non-trivial eleInent of Z/2 to

Remark 9.2.1: Froln the definition of Xc/J givcn above, it is easy to
see that

Xc/J(-l) = E(<PK ® X,WK)' dct(<PK ® X)(8- 1
),

where -1 is the element of Sep representecl by thc negative of thc iden
tity matrix in GL(n, C).

Conjecture 1: If an irreduciblc admissible representation 1rv ® 1rw

of U(V) x U(W) appears as a quotient in thc Weil reprcscntation of
Sp(V ®K W) restricted to U(V) x U(Hl), then

(i) The Langlands parameters associated to 1rv and 1rw are the
same; call it <p.

(ii) The theta correspondence between U(V) anel U(Hl) as V and
1V vary over the isomorphism classes of Hermitian spaces of diInension
n define a bijection between thc irreeluciblc adnlissible rcpresentations
of pure inner forms of U(V) belonging to Olle Vogan L-packet to itself.
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(iii) The characters Xv anel Xw associated to the representations
1rv and 1rw are related by

Xv = Xw' X4J

where Xt/J is the character of the component group S4J defined earlier.

Remark 9.2.2: If for an irrcelucible achnissible representation 1f of
U(1!), the theta lift of 1f to U(vV) is non-zero for a Hennitian space lV
with eliIn V = diIn VV l then froln the above conjecture together with
Remark 9.2.1 above, and equation 9.0.1, thc discriminants of 11 and vV
are related by

where l'K is the parameter of 7f base changed to K.

Remark 9.2.3: One can fonnulate a conjecture analogous to Conjec
ture 1 in the case when dirn V and dirn Hf differ by 1. Since this will
entail introduction of alot more notation, we dont do it here, except
to say that if dirn W = dirn V + 1, then for an irrcducible admissiblc
representation 1r on U(l1), with Vogan parameter (1',11,), the character
on thc group of connected cornponent of the parameter 1" associatecl
to the theta lift of 1r to U(vV) is the variolls ways in whieh J1,XI/J can be
extended to SrfJ undcr the natural map from S4J to Srj/.

9.3 Theta lifting for unitary groups: The Archimedean
case

We verify conjeeture 1 for thc diserete series representations of the uni
tary group U(p, q) here. The cliscrete series represcntations of U(Pl q)
are parametrized by p + q tllples of distinct nurnbers (Al, A2, ... , Ap+q )

where all the Ai are integers if p + q is odel, anel a11 the ).j are half
integers (Le., belong to ~Z but not to Z) if n is cvcn. Wc can further
assurne that

Al> A2 > ... > Ap , anel

Ap+l > Ap+2 > ... > Ap+q .

Assulne that
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Ap+l > ... > Ap+b > 0 > Ap+b+l > ... Ap+q,

then it follows from the results of J.-S. Li [Li!] that the local theta lift
of 'Ir).. to U(T, s) for r + s = P+ q, is non-zero if and only if

r=a-b+q,

s = b - a+p,

and in this case the local theta lift is again a discrete series whose
Harish-Chandra parameter is

Actually as Li is concerned with local theta lifts of discrete series repre
sentations of U(p, q) to general unitary groups, he expresses his results
~n results in terms of Vogan-Zuckermann Aq(A) which even in the case
of sanle size unitary groups that we are considering, seenl l11uch more
complicated because of various shifts involvecl.

Given this result of J.-8. Li, conjecture 1 cau uow be easily checked
for discrete series representations of U(p, q), but before we can do that,
we need to review the Vogan paraInetrization of representations of real
recluctive groups.

Let G be a connected real reductive group, and LG its L-group
which is a semi-direct product of its connected component GV by thc
\iVeil group WR of R. Let cP : WR -r LG be a discrete series parameter.
The centraliser Stjl of if> in G V is a finite abelian group isomorphie to
(Z/2y where r is the rank of G over C. The pure inner f01"lus of G =
U(p, q) are U(p+q, 0), U(p+q-1, 1), .. " U(O, p+q). vVe will fix aquasi
split pure inner form of G together with a non-elegenerate character
on the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup. According to Vogan,
given this data, every character of (Z/2)P+Q eletermines in a bijective
manner, a pure inner fornl of G anel a eliscrete series representation on
it with parameter if>. Starting with a pure inner form anel a discrete
series representation on it, one constructs the chafacter of (Z/2)p+q as
follows. Let T be a compact Cartan subgroup of G, and X : T -+ SI a
regular character, i. e., < X, a > i=- 0 for every root a of G. This defines
a system of positive faots by dec1aring a foot to be positive if allel
only if < X, a >> O. Definc a root to be compact if the corrcsponding
foot space is contained in the unique Inaximal cOlupact subgroup of G
containing T, anel non-compact othenvise.
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The torus T in G with associated +ve root systeIn gives rise to a
torus T V

, and a Borel subgroup B V in GV
, and for each root a of T, wc

have the coroot CL
v : Gm -+ T V

. A coroot a V is called cOInpact if and
only if the root CL is compact. Now given a discrete scrics paraInctcr
cf> : WR -+ LG, we can assume that its restriction cf>C* to C* lands
inside T V

. The discrete series representations with Harish-Chandra
parameter X : T -+ SI, has cf>c* given by cPc* (z) = (z/z)X where X
belongs to X*(T) ~ X*(TV

) ® C.
The centraliser of tP : WR -+ LG in GV is precisely the eleInents

of order::; 2, TV[2), in TV(C). For each positive silnple root CL, wc
have CL

v : Gm -+ T V
. Let an = CL

V
( -1) E T V {2]. COlTcsponding to

the discrete series on G with Harish-Chandra parameter X, define thc
character X : T V [2] -+ C* by denlanding x(an ) = -1 if Cl: is a compact
simple root. In the case of unitary groups, thc an's generate a subgroup
of index 2 of T V [2), so one needs one bit more of infonnation to fix X
(which distinguishes U(p, q) froIn U(q, p)), but which we dont describe
here.

We will not verify conjecturc 1 for general discrete series represcn
tations, but we will do it in a particular case; the general case is very
similar. We will take the discretc series representation on U(p, q) with
Harish-Chandra parameter

According to Vogan, this representation of U(p, q) defincs a charac
ter XA on the component group (Z/2)p+q which for the standard basis
{ei} of (Z/2)P+Q has the property that:

for i = 1, ... ,P + q - 1, i i= p.

By the result of J .-S. Li recalled above, thc lift of this discrete
series representation on U(p, q) is non-zero for U(p + q - a, a), anel the
Harish-Chandra parameter for the theta lift is:

)\1 > A2 > ... > Ap > Ap+a+1 > ... > Ap+q,

Ap+l > Ap+2 > ... > Ap+a .

The corresponding character Xe on the cOInponent group (Z/2)p+q
has thc property that:

for i = l,,,.,p+ q -l,i i= p,i i= p+ a.
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For m E ~Z, let Xm be the character of C* given by z -7 (z/z)m,
01' reiO -7 e2imO . V\fe have [Ta,3.2.5]

( ) '-2m
€ Xm =?, , if m>O, and

if€(Xm) = i 2m ,

It follows that for m E ~Z - Z,

Xm(i)-l€(Xm) = -1

and

1n < O.

if m > 0

if m < O.

Ir n is odd, thcn the charaeter X fixed at thc beginning of this seetion
(to split Sp(V ®K vV) over U(V) x U(vV)) ean be taken to be Xl, and

:l
if n is even, then as always, X is taken to bc the trivial eharaeter. It
follows that for any value of n, A ® X is a tuple eonsisting of elements
in ~ Z - Z. Thercfore the eharaeter XA associated to the paraIlleter A
is

XA(ei) = 1, if i ~ p+a,

XA (ed = -1 , if i > p + a.

Clealy, XB = XA . XA on the index 2 subgroup of (Z/2)P+Q gencrated by
eiei+l. Irn is odd, then -/ = (1,··' ,1) E (Z/2)P+Q gives a complement
to this index 2 sllbgroup. Since XA corresponds to a representation of
U(Pl q), and XB to a representation of U(p + q - a, a), [rOln 9.0.1,
XB(-I) = XA(-/)(-l)q+a, verifying XB = XAXA. Ir n is evcn, our
result has this anlbiguity by 2.

9.4 Global theta correspondence für unitary grüups

Conjecture 2: Let 11 be an n-dimensional Hermitian space over a
quadratic extension K of a numbcr field k, and let 7r = ®v7rv be a
cuspidal automorphic representation of U(V). Then,

(i) There exists an n-dilllensional Hertnitian space vV over !( such
that thc loeal theta lift is non-zero at each place of k if and only if the
global epsilon factor €(BC(1r) ® X, 'l/JK) = 1, where BC(7r) denotes thc
base change of 7r to GL(n, !().

(ii) Suppose that W is an n-diInensional Hernütian space over !(

such that for each place v of k, the theta lift, caH it {} (7rv), of 7rv is non
zero. Then the global representation ®v{}(7rv ) is a cuspidal automorphie
representation of U(W).
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(iii) Ir W is as in (ii), then the global theta lift of 1r to U(W) is
non-zero if anel only if L(BC(1r) (9 X, ~) -# o.

Remark 9.4.1: Part (i) of the above conjecture follows fronl the 10
cal conjecture, specially thc relnark 9.2.2 following from Conjecture 1.
When thc nUlnber field ]( splits at a place v of k, then thc corresponcI
ing local unitary group is just GL(n, kv ), anel we are granting ourselvcs
that the duality correspondence for the pair (GL(n, kv ), GL(n, kv )) is
just the identity map. One also needs to use the classification theorem
of Hermitian forms over aglobai field due to Landherr (01', the Hasse
principle in Inodern language).

Remark 9.4.2: For n = 1, part (i) of thc above conjecture is a theorenl
due to Rogawski, cf [Ro]; part (ii) is a tautology; part (iii) is due to
Gelbart and Rogawski [GR, cor.5.2.2]. For n = 2, part (iii) of the
above eonjecture is proved by M. Raffis [Ha, Thm. 4.5] in most cases,
hut part (ii) seems open. Since the unitary group in 2 variables is
closely conneeted to GL(2), part (ii) of the above eonjeeture should be
a eonsequence of Jacquet-Langlands correspondence together with the
multiplicity formula of Labesse-Langlands, but whieh this author has
not verified.

Remark 9.4.3: Thc reader will of course not havc failed to notice
the analogy of conjeeture 2 to the theorctn of \Valdspurger reealled in
seetion 7. We would like to point out that in \Valdspurger's theorem,
there was no loeal eondition as the loeal theta lift from PGL(2) to
8L(2) is always non-zero.

Remark 9.4.4: In the general theo1'Y of automorphie forms, there is
a eonjecture due to J .Arthur [Ar] bllilding on thc work of Labcssc
Langlands in the eontext of SL(2), which answers whcn a representa
tion of thc adele group which is associatcd to a pararncter cjJ is auto
Inorphic. This criterion depends on, again conjectural, pairing

<, >: 54' x Il -t Z/2,

where 54' is thc group of connected cotnponents of aglobai paraIneter
4>, and Il is the set of representations of the adele group G(A) whosc all
thc loeal eomponents belong to the L-packet detcrnüned by 4> (which
for simplicity we take to be a tempered parameter). For each represen
tation T in Il, Xr(s) =< S, T > defines a character on 54" Suppose that
1r is a cllspidal automorphic represcntation belonging to Il which has
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a Vvhittaker model. In such a eireumstanee, by Vogan there are loeal
palnngs

<, >v: SljJv x Ilv --+ Z/2.

It seems natural to expeet that these loeal pairings defined by Vogan
give rise to thc global pairing in the sense that for T = ®vTv , a rep
resentation of G(A), < s, T >= Dv < Sv, Tv >v for s E SIjJ and Sv its
image in SljJv. Now the conjeeture of Arthur is that aglobai representa
tion T of G(A) is automorphic if and only if thc charaeter XT is trivial.
Now we will show how this eonjeeture ilnplies part (ii) of eonjeeture
2. So, we start with a tempered, cuspielal autolnorphic representation
1fv = ®v7rv of U(V), such that 7rw = ®ve(7rv) is a non-zero represen
tation of U(W)(A). By Arthur, we are given that the eharacter XllV is
the trivial character, anel we neeel to verify that X7Tw is also thc triv
ial character. Since thc global componcnt group SIjJ is Z/2 gCllcrateel
by ±Id in GL(n, C), froIn Remark 9.2.1, this will be so if anel only if
f.(BC( 7r) ® X, WK) = 1. But since 7rv has a non-zero theta lift to U(lIV) ,
by part (i) of the above conjecture, f.(BC(7r) @ x, WK) is indeed 1.

10· The Siegel-Weil Formula

The ahn of this section is to describe the Siegel-Vveil fonnula which is
at thc heart of many applications of theta correspondcnec. It relates
the integral of a theta funetion to an Eisenstein series. The shnplest
case of the Siegel-vVeil fonnula is the identity

where Q is tbe set of integral positive definite even unimoclular quaclratic
forms in 2n variables, and En (Z) is thc Eisenstein series of weight n
for SL2 (Z).

We will be working with a number field F in this section. Let
G = Sp(vV) be the symplectic group of rank n, and H = O(V) be
the orthogonal group of a quadratic space V over F which we assume
has even dimension = 2m. Then G and H fonn a dual reductivc pair
inside Sp(V ® l'V). Sinee thc ditnension of V is assulnccl to be even,
the metaplectic cover of Sp(V @ W) splits over G x H both locally and
globally. Weil representation of Sp(V @ W) therefore gives rise to a
representation W of G(A) x H(A) on thc Schwartz space S(V(A)n).
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For tP E S(V (A) 71), clefine thc theta function as llsual by

B(g, 11,; tP) = L w(g)tP(h- 1x).
xEV(F)fl

It is a theorenl of \'Veil [We2] that thc integral

1(9, ifJ) = ( B(g, h; tP)dh,JI1(F)\H(A)

converges if either V is an-isotropie (i.e., V does not reprcsent any zero
ovcr F), or if r is the dimension of thc Inaximal isotropie subspace of
V, then m > n + r + 1.

For 8 E C, let <I?(9, 8) be the function on G(A) defined by

<I?(g, 8) = (w(g)tP)(O)la(g)IS-so.

Here if 9 = pk where ]J E P(A) for P the Siegel parabolic with GL(n)

as its Levi subgroup embedcled as (~ t~-l) inside Sp(2n), and

k E K = nv!(v a standard Inaximal cOlnpact sllbgroup of Sp(n)(A),
then a(g) = clet X.

Let (., .) denote the Hilbert symbol of the nUInber field F. For the
quadratic space V with discriminant d(V), let Xv denote the charac
tcr of thc idcle dass group of F defincd by xv(:r) = (x, (-l)md(lI)).
Let 1n (8 , XV) denote the principal series representation of Sp (n) (A) in
cluced froIn the eharacter 9 ---t la(g)ISxv(a(g)) of the Siegel parabolic
subgroup. It is easy to see that the tuap sending tP to cI>(g, 80) defines a
G(A) intertwining lnap [rOln S(V(A)n) to 1n(80' Xv). Dcfine now the
Eisenstein series by

E(g, s, cI» = L <1>(,9, s).
,EP(k)\G(k)

The above series is absolutely convergent for Re(s) > nil, and has
analytic continuation to all of complcx plane; it is known to be halo
morphic at So = m-;t-l.

The identity expressed in the following theoreIn is called the Siegel
Weil formula.

Theorem 12 A ssume that either V is an-isotropie over F, or il r
is the dimension 01 the maxirnal isotropie subspaee 01 V, then m >
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n + r + 1 so that the integral defining l(g, cjJ) is absolutely convergent.
Let So = m-;-l, then with the notation as above, we have

E(g, So, <1» = K;1(g, 4»

where K; = 2 if m ::; 11, + 1, and 1 otherwise.

This theorem was proved by Weil in fWe2J when m > 211,+2, i.e., the
ease in whieh the Eisenstein series involved eonvergecI absolutcly; the
general case of the Siegel-Weil fOrInula, including the holoInorphieity of
the Eisenstein series at So is due to Kudla and Rallis [KR1], [KR2]. V\'eil
proved it for general dual reduetive pairs in [We2], and not just for the
(0(11,), Sp(m)) ease eonsidered here. The extension of this formula to
other dual reduetive pairs where thc Eisenstein series eIoes not converge
absolutely is not yet cOInplete.

Remark : Thc loeal case of the Inap 4> -+ <1> clefined by

<I>(g, so) = (w(g)4>)(O),

is also very important. Ey a theoreIn of Rallis [Ra1], this induees an
injeetion from s(vn)O(V) into 1n (80, Xv). (Where for a representation
X of a group E, XE denotes the maximal quotient of X on which E
aets trivially.) The method of \'Veil representation gives an iInportant
method for the study of the Jordan-Hölder series cf 1n (80, X\I)' For
instanee, Kudla and Rallis [KR3] prove that if rn ::; 11, + 1 then the
iInage Rn(V) of s(vn) in 1n(80, Xv) is irreduciblc, and if Vl anel V2
are the two distinet quadratie spaees with the satne diseriminant (if
m = 2, anel the diseriminant = -1, then there is only one quadratie
spaee), then Rn(Vd and .Rn(V2 ) are distinct irreclllcible submoclules of
1n (80, X) (X = XVI = XV2) such that 1n (s, x)/[Rn(Vi) + .Rn (V2 )] is also
irreducible, anel nOIl-zero if and only if m < 11, + 1. If 11, + 1 < In ::; 211,
(if X = 1, we exclude the value m = 211,; see [KR3] for this case) ,
then Rn(Vd anel R.n(V2 ) are maxiInal SUbInoclules of 1n (so, X), anel
Rn (Vd n Rn (V2 ) is irreelucible. These results on Jordan-Holder series
in turn find important applieation to theta liftings as in the work of
[HKS] in the unitary ease.
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11 Application oftheta correspondence to
cohomology of Shimura variety

A Shimura variety is a topological space of the fonn f\CI!( where G
is areal Lie group, !( a Illaximal compact subgroup of C, and f an
arithmetic subgroup of G (An example : SL2 (7L.)\SL(2, R)ISO(2)).

According to a theorem of Matsushima, if f\CI!( is cOlllpact, then

Hi(f\CI!<, Q= ffi 1r H
i (9, K, 1r)m(rr)

where L2 (G\f) = L:m(1r)1r.
Therefore the calculation of the cohomology of a Shimura variety is

equivalent to finding those automorphic represcntations whose cornpo
nent at infinity have non-trivial (9, !() cohomology.

The construction of cohomological autolnorphic reprcscntations of
C depends on realising C as a Inember of a dual reductive pair (C, Gf

)

with Cf small, and lifting automorphic representation of Cf which are
discrete series at infinity. Cuspidal automorphic representations of a
group with prescribed discrete series component at infinity are known
to exist in plenty according to a theorelll of Savin, and then thc problem
splits into two parts:

(i) Realisation of cohomological representations as theta lifts at in
finity.

(ii) Determination of thc condition under which the global theta lift
IS non-zero.

For (i), one knows by Vogan and Zuckermann [V-W] an cxplicit
description of cohomological reprcscntations. The theta lifts are calcu
lated via the method of Jacquet functors, [LU].

For (ii), observe that 0cP(!) =I- 0 if and only if thc inner product
< OfjJ(f) , 04>(f) >=I- O. There is a fonnula for this inner product by Rallis
[Ra3] involving special values of L-functions. Therefore we know it to
be non-zero when the special value is at a point of absolute cOllvergence.
Actually, there are finitely many "bad" factors which might contribute
a zero and which one needs to deal with also; see [Li2], and [KR4] in
a greater generality. The fonnula of Rallis generalises Waldspurger's
result mentioned before, anel is proved by expressing an integral of
theta functions by an Eisenstcin series by the Siegel-Weil fonnula, and
then unfolding the integral.

Non-vanishing theorems about cohomology of ShiInura variety via
the Inethod of theta corresponclence were first proved by Kazhdan for
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SU(n, I), and the most recent results are duc to J.-8. Li. Here is an
example from the work of Li ([Li2], corollary 1.3).

Theorem 13 Let G = SO(p, q), r an arithrnetic subgroup of G con
structed by a skew-Hermitian form over a quaternion division algebra
over a totally real field such that D is split at all but one real place.
Then for p ~ q, ]J + q = 2n ~ 8, and for r deep enough, the qth Betti
number 0/ r is non-zero.

12 Recent generalisations of theta corre
spondence

There has been Illuch activity recently in constructing analogues of the
Weil representation, and undcrstandiug the associated theta corrcspon
dence.

The characteristic property of the Weil representatioll taken for the
purposes of this generalisation is the fact that the Weil representation
is a rather small representation, in fact the smallest representation
after thc trivial rcpresentation. Wc will makc this conccpt prccisc, but
oue can get some idea about it from the cliInension formula for the
Weil representation over finite field F q' Thc dimension of thc \iVeil
representation of 8p(2n, F q) is qtl, anel it splits into two irreducible
representation of dimension qni1and qn;l, whcreas thc dimension of a

generic rcpresentation of Sp(2n, F q) is of thc order of qn'J.
We now make precise the concept of smallness of a representation.

For an irreducible representation 1r of C, definc a distribution 811'" on
the Lie algebra 9 of G as folIows:

e~(J) = tr (10 j(X)1r(expX)dX)

Theorem 14 (Harish-Chandra) For each nilpotent orbit B, there
exists a complex number Co such that for all functions f with small
support around the origin 01 9,

the surnrnation is over the (finite) set 01 nilpotent orbits, and where J-L(}

is aG-invariant measure on the nilpotent orbit B suitably normalised.
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Definition:
(1) vVave front set TVF(n) = UCo#oO.
(2) Gelfand-Kirillovdimension ofn , denoted dimd(n) is lnaxco#o~ dimB.

Proposition 1 Let G(n) be the principal congruence subgrou.p of G of
level n. Then for an irreducible adrnissible representation V of G,

dirn vG(n}
lim = l.

n-too qnd(1r}

Definition : A representation 7r is callecl minimal if Hf F(7r) = emin

where Bmin is a non-trivial Ininirnal nil potent orbit. (Such a nilpotent
orbit is unique over the algebraic c1osure.)

Minirnal representations have been constructeel by Inany people
starting with the work of Kazhclan, by Kazhdan, Savin, Gross-Wallach
among others. Here is an exaInple. Consider the Satake parameter
corresponding to:

F* .!, SL(2, 4:) ~ LG

where 'ljJ : X -t (Ixt IX~-~)' ancl ,po corresponds to the subregular

unipotent orbit. The following theorem is due to G. Savin [Sa].

Theorem 15 Let G be a simple, simply connected, simply laced split
group ove1' a local field F. Then the spherical representation 7r with the
above as Satake parameter is rninimal.

One can c1assify dual reductive pairs for general groups, cf. [Ru],
anel in each case when minimal representations are COllstructeel, one
would like to prove if the analogue of the Howe eluality conjecture is
true. Next one would like to prove that the loeal Ininirnal represen
tations are part of global autoInorphic representations, anel if so, this
gives a construction of global automorphic representation on one mem
bel' of a dual recluctive pair in terms of the other just as in the case of
the Weil representation. This is a very active area of research at the
moment. Here is an example froIn the work of Gross anel Savin[G-S].

The pair (G2 , PGSp(6)) is a dual recluctive pair in E7• There exists
a form of G2 over Q which is cOlllpact at infinity, anel split at all
the finite places. The pair (G2 , PGSp(6)) sits inside a fornl of E 7
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which is of rank 3 at 00 and split at all finite places. There is an
autoInorphic form on E 7 constructed by H. Kim [Ki] which is minimal
at all places. The theta lifts from automorphic form on G2 to PGSp(6)
using this is expected to correspond to the mapping of L-groups given
by G2 () -t Spin7(), as proved in [G-S] for many representations. The
interest of this work of Gross and Savin is that they are able to lift
automorphic forms from G2 to PGSp(6) using this "exceptional" theta
eorrespondenee, and the autoInorphic form they get on PGSp(6) is of
holomorphic kind, and so presumably has a motive assoeiated to it,
whose Galois group is G2 (and not sInaller as they take carc to lift only
those which have aSteinberg at a finite plaee).
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